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Ruth Kissling de Bâle-Suisse Malerin – Anthems of China

"鞏金甌" "Gong Jin'ou" (Cup of Solid Gold) 
Words by: Yan Fu
Music by: Bo Tong
In use: 1911-1912
China's first official anthem was used in the last months of the Qing dynasty. The anthem was by Bo Tong, a high-ranking officer of 
the Imperial Guard and Yan Fu, commander of the Qing Navy. Guo Cengxin, Master of Ceremonies, made some minor adjustments 
and arranged the music. The anthem was officially adopted on October 4, 1911, but was used for centuries beforehand in official Qing 
dyansty functions, going back to when Emperor Kang Xi was crowned in 1675. It's official use as China's royal anthem was 
shortlived, as the Wuchang Uprising, meant to end China's imperial era, started six days after the anthem was officially adopted. The 
Republic of China was created on January 1, 1912 and the emporer abdicated on February 12. As such, the anthem did not gain much 
notoriety in China.
The primary purpose of the anthem was to advocate the Qing Dynasty and create a sense of well-being among the Chinese. This song 
was banned in Communist China, but the ban is now lifted (probably after 1978). "Gong Jin'ou" was made the anthem again in 1917 
for 12 days when a former Qing general started a coup and reinstated Qing Dynasty. Since this was used as a praise to the emporer, 
this is also a royal anthem.
Special thanks to: Ben Cahoon for informing me of this anthem and Shu Zhang Sun for the MIDI file and some of this information.
See also: China (1915-1916), China (1921-1928), China (1930-1949), China.

MUSIC – siehe : Ruth Kissling de Bâle-Suisse Malerin – Anthems of China

LYRICS
Chinese lyrics (traditional Chinese script)
鞏金甌，

承天幬，

民物欣鳧藻，

喜同胞，

淸時幸遭。

眞熈皞，

帝國蒼穹保。

天高高，

海滔滔。

Chinese lyrics (Pinyin Romanization)
Gǒng jīn'ōu
Chéng tiānchóu,
Mínwù xīn fúzǎo,
Xǐ tóngbāo,
Qīng shí xìngzāo.
Zhēn xī hào,
Dìguó cāngqióng bǎo.
Tiān gāogāo,
Hǎi tāotāo. 

English translation
Solidify our golden empire,
Follow the will of Heaven,
All of creation will celebrate,
All of mankind will be filled with happiness,
As long as the Qing rules.
May the enlightened empire,
And its vast boundaries be protected.
The sky is high,
The sea is turbulent.
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